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Abstract
A vast amount of work has been done on developing programming models that provide good performance
across machine architectures, are easy to use, and have predictable performance. Similarly, designing and
optimizing architectures to achieve the best performance for an application class is a challenging task. Accurate
cost modeling is essential to both application development and system design.
Many scientific computing codes are developed using libraries that provide custom-built collective communication primitives. The family of Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) machine models are suitable tools for
analyzing such problems. However, modeling the effect of bandwidth limitations for globally unbalanced communication and estimating the hierarchical bandwidth used by applications remain key challenges.
We present a hierarchical bandwidth machine model (αDBSP) that naturally extends the Decomposable
BSP (DBSP) model by associating a bandwidth growth factor α to each message pattern. Algorithms executed
on αDBSP have a runtime at least as good as DBSP. There are globally unbalanced problems for which αDBSP
analysis is simpler or more accurate. E.g., the one element nearest-neighbor message exchange running on a
√
pruned butterfly takes O(log 3 (p)) on αDBSP and O( p) on DBSP, while optimally modeling the one-to-all
broadcast requires a single communication step on αDBSP vs. O(log(p)) steps on DBSP. We present three
scientific computing kernels that illustrate differences between αDBSP and DBSP analysis.
Similar to BSP family models, αDBSP predicts collective communication execution time for a given machine. Additionally, αDBSP estimates the hierarchical bandwidth required by a given application. System
architects may use this estimation to design machines that avoid bandwidth bottlenecks for their target application class.
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1. Introduction
Building scalable parallel applications remains a difficult task due to implementation complexity, inability to easily understand costs and bottlenecks, and unpredictable communication performance. The machine architecture
further influences application efficiency and performance transparency. An accurate and general cost model can
become a bridge between application development and machine design; it allows application writers to optimize
algorithms and datastructure decompositions, while it helps system designers to build interconnects and tailor
bandwidth capacity to application needs.
Cost Model Implementing applications relying on structured collective communication steps is a common trend in
the scientific community [1]. This programming paradigm uses custom built data redistribution libraries, making
large scale codes easier to write and maintain. At the same time, this programming model allows analyzing
application performance using the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) machine model introduced by Valiant [18], or
the Decomposable BSP (DBSP) machine extension that models submachine locality [9].
On the BSP machine a globally synchronized superstep including w work and a h-relation runs in w + hg + l
time; a h-relation is a message exchange where each processor sends and receives at most h packets, and l, g are
machine parameters corresponding to global latency and bandwidth. Upper bounds on these parameters are computed for theoretical topologies by solving a routing problem using store and forward switches [18]. Experimental
results can approximate the same parameters for real machine configurations [6, 14]. The DBSP model extends
BSP by executing synchronized supersteps on predefined partitions of processors [3, 8, 9]. This model exploits
locality by computing its parameters for each machine size i; running an i-superstep takes w + hg(i) + l(i) time.
Similar to BSP, DBSP is an effective but more accurate tool for cost analysis.
While DBSP overestimates the runtime of unbalanced h-relations, results are improved by routing each hrelation as O(log(p)) supersteps. A routing algorithm presented in [12] achieves optimal results for (k1 , k2 )routing problems1 running on DBSP(n, g(α) , l(β) ) machines such as nD meshes. As a corollary (h, m)-relations2
can be routed in O(dm/neα h1−α nα + nβ ) time on such machines, matching the results of the Extended BSP [15]
without adding a new machine primitive [4, 11]. If this bound is optimal when considering all routing problems
that are (h, m)-relations, there are still problems for which DBSP overestimates their runtime. E.g., the 2D nearest
neighbor one packet exchange executes in constant time on a 2D mesh and O(log(p)) time on a pruned butterfly,
√
yet DBSP estimates its runtime to O( p) for both topologies.
This paper presents a hierarchical bandwidth machine model (αDBSP) that naturally extends the DBSP model.
A new exponential factor α is augmented to each h-relation describing its growth in terms of required hierarchical
bandwidth. On αDBSP a superstep including w work and a (h, α)-relation runs in w + hg(i, α) + l(i, α) time,
where l(i, α) and g(i, α) are the new machine parameters. We present two routing algorithms based on (k1 , k2 )routing [12] that improve the (h, α)-relation execution upper bound compared to DBSP h-relations. The modified
algorithms redistribute fewer packets and compute the execution time using an upper bound on the number of
packets traveling up to each level in the machine hierarchy.
The αDBSP model is at least as powerful as DBSP; any DBSP algorithm gives identical results on αDBSP
when h-relations are replaced with (h, 0)-relations. Additionally, there are unbalanced h-relations for which
αDBSP gives better results. E.g., for the 2D nearest neighbor exchange αDBSP gives Ω(log(p)) and O(log 3 (p))
√
on the pruned butterfly, improving the DBSP (k1 , k2 )-routing upper bound of O( p). Similarly, for the North√
South 1D FFT problem (Section 4.2) αDBSP takes O(log 4 (p)) while DBSP takes O( p). Section 4 presents the
cost analysis for three more general computation kernels commonly included by scientific codes.
αDBSP slightly increases analysis effort by adding the α factor to each h-relation in order to improve analysis
accuracy. This tradeoff can lead to a faster runtime as mentioned earlier, or to a simpler cost analysis. For the
√
generalized broadcast problem αDBSP takes O(np) while DBSP takes O(np p) on the pruned butterfly; the
(k1 , k2 )-routing DBSP algorithm runs this problem as fast as αDBSP, but it executes O(log(p)) supersteps making
analysis more complex on arbitrary machines. For the examples from Section 4 αDBSP balances well cost
1
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a (k1 , k2 )-routing is a routing instance where each processor sends at most k1 and receives at most k2 packets
a (h, m)-relation is a routing instance where each processor sends and receives at most h packets, and the total number of packets is m
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Figure 1: a.) DBSP cluster hierarchy for a 16 processor fat-tree, and top level Cs/r (i, j) packet sets; b.) Pruned butterfly
implementing a fat-tree with link bandwidths b(i) = 2dk−ie αM for αM = 1/2.

accuracy and analysis effort, improving DBSP results without making analysis any harder.
System Design Architectural advances over the years have led to a relatively standardized modern parallel computer design. High bandwidth and easy to build, fat-tree and mesh interconnects are commonly used with Myrinet,
Infiniband, NumaLink, and SeaStar switches [16]. If the advent of wormhole routing has made in-transit time
insignificant compared to end-point overhead, bandwidth capacity planning remains an important issue [17].
Unfortunately, bandwidth availability can vary dramatically at various levels of the memory-network hierarchy
[11]. E.g., inter-core bandwidth is higher than intra-socket bandwidth, which is higher than the networking chip
bandwidth Moreover, large scale machines cannot provide full bisection width bandwidth3 at the top of their router
hierarchy4 . This unbalance becomes more prevalent as more cores are packed into a box, and system designers are
forced to make a tradeoff between the number of cores, per-core bandwidth, and switch size. When thousand-core
chips become available we expect the bandwidth gap to grow even larger.
It is possible to build parallel machines that avoid inherent bandwidth bottlenecks for a class of applications
without relying on full bisection width bandwidth. An αDBSP application exposes communication as (h, α)relations, and its α bandwidth growth factor allows computing a lower bound on required hierarchical bandwidth
and link capacity. E.g., a 2D PDE solver that employs FFT filtering at the top and bottom of its grid has α = 1/2; a
large scale machine organized as a fat-tree with αM = 1/2 or a 2D mesh can execute this problem without inherent
bandwidth bottlenecks (Section 4).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a more precise definition of DBSP and introduces the
αDBSP model. In Section 3 we present two routing algorithms which are later used to prove upper bounds on
executing (h, α)-relations on various topologies. Section 4 analyzes three computation kernels chosen to illustrate
differences between αDBSP and DBSP in terms of time complexity and analysis effort. Section 5 summarizes
related work, and Section 6 presents the concluding remarks.

2. Definitions
Applications that rely on structured collective communication and computation steps may be analyzed using the
Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) family of machine models. The Decomposable BSP (DBSP) model is an extension of BSP that exploits locality by relying on submachine decomposition [8]. We will consider only recursive
DBSP machines that allow recursive binary machine decompositions (Fig. 1) [9].
Let p = 2k be the total number of processors of a DBSP machine. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ k the machine is
partitioned into 2i disjoint i-clusters C(i, j) containing processors j2k−i to (j +1)2k−i −1. Note that each C(i, j)
cluster has 2k−i processors, and clusters form a binary decomposition hierarchy i.e. C(i, j) = C(i+ 1, 2j)∪C(i+
1, 2j + 1).
A DBSP machine is parametrized by two vectors g(i) and l(i), where 0 ≤ i ≤ k. These parameters describe
the bandwidth and latency characteristics of submachines i.e. a h-relation is executed on a C(i, j) cluster in
3
4

minimum aggregate bandwidth linking two equal partitions of the interconnect
the LRZ SGI Altix 4700 machine has nodes organized as a mesh of fat-trees; the RedStorm Cray XT4 system is a 3D mesh
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hg(i) + l(i) time; a h-relation is a routing problem where each processor sends and receives at most h packets.
A DBSP program is executed as a sequence of labeled supersteps. An i-superstep is executed in parallel on
C(i, j) clusters and takes w + hg(i) + l(i) time, where w is the maximum number of operations or work performed
by each processor during this superstep [4].
These definitions of p, k, g(i), l(i), and C(i, u) will be used throughout the rest of the paper.
Definition 2.1 We call R-routing a routing problem where processor x sends R(x, y) packets to processor y.
Definition 2.2 For a R-routing problem we define Cs (i, u) to be the set of packets sent by the processors of cluster
C(i, u) to all other processors, and Cr (i, u) to be the set of packets received by the processors of cluster C(i, u)
from all other processors. We have:
X
X
R(x, y)
R(x, y), |Cr (i, u)| =
|Cs (i, u)| =
x6∈C(i,u), y∈C(i,u)

x∈C(i,u), y6∈C(i,u)

A DBSP h-relation can be generalized by computing a value H(i) corresponding to each level i of the machine
hierarchy. H(i) represents the maximum number of packets sent to or from any i-cluster divided by the number of
processors in that cluster. The vector H will be used as a tool for cost analysis rather than as a machine primitive.
Definition 2.3 A R-routing problem is a H-relation if
1
H(i) = k−i−1 max0≤u<2i+1 {|Cs (i + 1, u)|, |Cr (i + 1, u)|} for 0 ≤ i < k
2
We can define an exponential factor α to capture the growth of H. The log(p) vector values can be compressed
to a single (h, α) pair that enforces an upper bound on all H(i).
Definition 2.4 A H-relation executed during an i-superstep is a (h, α)-relation if
H(j) ≤

1
2(k−j−1)α

h for all i ≤ j < k

Note that for α = 0 we have H(i) = H(k−1) meaning all packets are routed to the top of the hierarchy, while for
α = 1 we have H(i−1) = H(i)/2 meaning half of the packets reaching level i will be routed one level up.
The α factor gives an upper bound on the number of packets sent to each level of the hierarchy, and it helps
computing an execution upper bound. E.g., it allows determining the λ load factor [16] and its corresponding upper
bound for a fat-tree with known bandwidths [2]. For some patterns α gives a lower bound on packet count, too.
When this is the case, a lower bound on execution time can be proved making a bandwidth argument.
Definition 2.5 An algorithm executing an i-superstep H-relation is said to execute a tight (h, α)-relation if ∃c >
0 s.t. for any problem size and machine size we have
1
1
c (k−j−1)α h ≤ H(j) ≤ (k−j−1)α h for all i ≤ j < k
2
2
We define the αDBSP machine as an extension of the DBSP machine that executes (h, α)-relations during
each i-superstep. The bandwidth g(i, α) and latency l(i, α) parameters are defined function of both machine size
i, and bandwidth growth factor α.
Definition 2.6 An αDBSP machine executes an i-superstep (h, α)-relation and w work in time
TαBSP (i, w, h, α) = w + hg(i, α) + l(i, α)
where g(i, α), l(i, α) are the αDBSP machine parameters.
DBSP machines and algorithms are particular cases of αDBSP for α = 0. Any DBSP machine is an αDBSP
machine with g(i, α) = g(i) and l(i, α) = l(i) since any (h, α)-relation is a h-relation; any DBSP algorithm
becomes an αDBSP algorithm when h-relations are replaced with (h, 0)-relations.
The next section analyzes communication cost and presents the αDBSP machine parameters for most common
topologies.
3

Table 1: Bounds on i-superstep (h, α)-relation execution time and αBSP parameters for common machine topologies with p processors. The relation is executed on a partition of 2i submachines with p0 = p/2i processors each;
the lower bound applies only to tight relations.
Machine
Butterfly
Pruned
nD
Butterfly
nD Mesh

αM

(h, α)-relation
α=0
0
α>0
α < αM
1/2
α = αM
1/n
α > αM
α < αM
1/n
α = αM
α > αM

αDBSP

DBSP
0

O(h log(p0 ))

O(h p0αM )

O(h p0αM )

O(h log(p ))
O(h + log 3 (p0 ))
O(h p0αM −α )
O(h log(p0 ) + log 3 (p0 ))
O(h + log 3 (p0 ))
O(h p0αM −α + p0αM )
O(h log(p0 ) + p0αM )
O(h + p0αM )

0

Ω(h + log(p ))
Ω(h + log(p0 ))
Ω(h p0αM −α )
Ω(h + log(p0 ))
Ω(h + log(p0 ))
Ω(h p0αM −α )
Ω(h)
Ω(h)

g(i, α)
O(log(p0 ))
O(1)
O(p0αM −α )
O(log(p0 ))
O(1)
O(p0αM −α )
O(log(p0 ))
O(1)

l(i, α)
O(log(p0 ))
O(log 3 (p0 ))
O(log(p0 ))
O(log 3 (p0 ))
O(log 3 (p0 ))
O(p0αM )
O(p0αM )
O(p0αM )

3. Bounds
An upper-bound on (h, α)-relation execution time can be computed by routing the relation as a sequence of redistribution steps. This method is similar to the algorithm for (k1 , k2 )-routing [10] that redistributes all packets evenly
among all processors during a bottom up phase, then routes each packet to its destination during a top down phase.
The (h, α)-relation routing algorithm improves the (k1 , k2 )-routing by redistributing only the packets with
destinations outside a cluster during the bottom up phase i.e. Cs (i, j) for machines of size i. The number of packets
h
redistributed at each level is upper-bounded by 2(k−i)α
(Definition 2.4) giving a bandwidth cost of O (dH(i)e g(i)).
Theorem 3.1 An s-superstep H-relation is executed by a DBSP machine in time
!
k−1
k−1
X
X
O
dH(i)eg(i) +
(l(i) + Pf (i))
i=s

i=s

where g(i), l(i) are the DBSP machine parameters; Pf (i) is the parallel prefix execution time on an i-level
machine.
Proof. Let Cx (i, j) be the set of packets sent from C(i + 1, 2j) processors to C(i + 1, 2j + 1) processors, and from
C(i + 1, 2j + 1) processors to C(i + 1, 2j) processors. Cx (i, j) are packets exchanged between the children of
cluster C(i, j) and travel up to level i in the hierarchy. We have Cs (i+1, 2j)∪Cs (i+1, 2j+1) = Cx (i, j)∪Cs (i, j)
and Cr (i + 1, 2j) ∪ Cr (i + 1, 2j + 1) = Cx (i, j) ∪ Cr (i, j).
We say that n packets are evenly distributed among 2a processors if each processor holds at most d 2na e packets.
Let’s consider the following algorithm that executes a H-relation:
1. For each i = k−1 downto s execute step 1.a
1.a For each processor cluster C(i, j) with 0 ≤ j < 2i execute step 1.b
Assert Cs (i + 1, x) and Cx (i + 1, x) have packets evenly distributed among C(i + 1, x) processors for all x.
1.b Redistribute evenly the packets from Cs (i, j) among the processors of C(i, j). Repeat the process for the
packets from Cx (i, j).
2. For each i = s to k−1 execute step 2.a
2.a For each processor cluster C(i, j) with 0 ≤ j < 2i execute step 2.b
Assert Cr (i, x) have packets evenly distributed among C(i, x) for all x.
4

2.b. Redistribute evenly the packets from Cr (i + 1, 2j) among the processors of C(i + 1, 2j), and the packets
from Cr (i + 1, 2j + 1) among the processors of C(i + 1, 2j + 1)
The assertions after step 1.a and 1.b can be easily checked by induction. During the bottom up phase the packets
from the Cx (i, j) sets are evenly distributed among C(i, j) processors, level by level. Step 1.b can be executed as
a parallel prefix and two dH(i)e-relations. Note that for H(i) < 1 execution time is still g(i) even when H(i)g(i)
could be significantly smaller.
Similarly, during the top down phase the packets from the Cr (i, j) sets are distributed evenly, and step 2.b is
executed as a parallel prefix followed by two dH(i)e-relations. The theorem follows after adding up the execution
time for steps 1.b and 2.b.
t
u
The results from Theorem 3.1 can be improved on the pruned butterfly
of n <
l if mwe observe that redistributions
l m

n
n
p packets run faster than a 1-relation. Such redistributions executed as √p waves [2] take O √p + log(p)
√ 
time, improving the O p bound for a 1-relation.
Theorem 3.2 An s-superstep H-relation is executed by a pruned butterfly in time
!
k−1
k−1
X
X
dH(i)g(i)e +
(l(i) + Pf (i))
O
i=s

i=s

where l(i) = k − i, g(i) = 2(k−i)αM , αM = 1/2, and Pf (i) is the parallel prefix execution time on an i-level
machine.
Proof. The algorithm presented by Theorem 3.1 will be modified to accommodate this result. We say n packets
are evenly distributed among 2a processors if: i) for n ≥ 2a each processor holds at most d 2na e packets; ii) for
n < 2a processors x = 0 (mod 2a−m ) hold at most one packet and all other processors hold no packets, where
2m−1 < n ≤ 2m .
Steps 1.b and 2.b are executed as H(i)-relations for H(i) ≥ 1, and dH(i)/g(i)e waves for H(i) < 1 [2].
Let’s consider redistributing Cs (i, j) during step 1.b for H(i) < 1. The Cs (i, j) packets are evenly distributed
i) first by computing a parallel prefix for the placement of Cs (i + 1, 2j) ∪ Cs (i + 1, 2j + 1) also in Cs (i, j); ii)
then by routing these packets as waves to their C(i, j) destinations.
Let’s consider routing packets Cs (i + 1, 2j) ∩ Cs (i, j) to processors C(i, j). Cluster C(i + 1, 2j) has 2k−i−1
processors; let s = k − i − 1, and let’s choose 2m−1 < H(i)2s ≤ 2m . Processors x = 0 (mod 2s−m )
from C(i + 1, 2j) will hold at most one packet since Cs (i + 1, 2j) has at most H(i)2s ≤ 2m packets distributed among 2s processors. Similarly, processors x = 0 (mod 2s−m ) from C(i, j) will hold at most one
packet. When m ≥ d(k − i)/2e the routing is executed as 2m−d(k−i)/2e waves, each wave j involving processors
x = j (mod
2s−m−d(k−i)/2e ); otherwise it is executed as a single wave. This gives a routing time of

 m−d(k−i)/2e
+ (k − i)) = O(dH(i)g(i)e + l(i)).
O( 2
The Cs (i + 1, 2j + 1) ∩ Cs (i, j) packets are routed to C(i, j) using the same algorithm. Overall, redistributing
Cs (i, j) during step 1.b takes O(dH(i)g(i)e + l(i) + Pf (i)) time. The same argument can be repeated for redistributing Cx (i, j) during step 1.b, and redistributing Cr (i + 1, 2j), Cr (i + 1, 2j + 1) during step 2.b. The theorem
follows after adding up these terms.
t
u
We can compute an upper bound on i-superstep (h, α)-relation execution time by plugging in the machine
parameters into Theorem 3.1 for the butterfly and mesh topologies, and into Theorem 3.2 for the pruned butterfly
topologies. Lower bounds can be deduced by making a bandwidth argument about the links connecting i + 1 level
machines and enforcing the minimum packet travel time within i level machines. We will briefly calculate the
results shown in Table 1.
On a butterfly, for α = 0 the h-relation BSP routing
algorithmgives an execution time of O(h(k
−i)). For α > 0


Pk−1  1
Pk−1
2
Theorem 3.1 gives an execution time of O
h + 1 (k − j) + j=i (k − j) = O h + (k − i)3 .
j=i
2(k−j)α
5

Figure 2: a.) Pruned Butterfly or 2D Butterfly for p = 64; b.) 3D Butterfly for p = 64

P

Pk−1 (k−j)α 
k−1
1
(k−j)αM +
M
On a nD mesh with αM = 1/n the execution time is O
h
+
1
2
=
(k−j)α
j=i
j=i 2
2
P

 P

k−1
k−1 (k−j)(αM −α)
1
(k−j)αM + 2(k−i)αM = O h
O
+ 2(k−i)αM . This expression evaluates
j=i 2(k−j)α h 2
j=i 2



to O h 2(k−i)(αM −α) + 2(k−i)αM for α < αM ; O h(k − i) + 2(k−i)αM for α = αM ; and O h + 2(k−i)αM
for α > αM .


P

k−1
1
(k−j)αM + 1 + (k − i)3 =
h
2
On a pruned butterfly with αM = 1/2 the execution time is O
(k−j)α
j=i
2
 P



k−1 (k−j)(αM −α)
3
(k−i)(α
−α)
M
+ (k − i) . This evaluates to O h2
for α < αM ; O h(k−i) + (k−i)3
O h j=i 2

for α = αM ; and O h + (k−i)3 for α > αM .
The pruned butterfly topology presented in [2] can be generalized by excluding one set of nodes from a regular
butterfly every n levels. The resulting topology has a bisection width of p(n−1)/n . While both an nD mesh and an
√
nD butterfly have the same bisection width, the butterfly has log(p) maximum latency vs. n p for the mesh. Note
that for n = 1 this topology is a binary tree, for n = 2 it is a pruned butterfly, and for n = ∞ it is a butterfly.
Definition 3.3 We call an nD butterfly a graph G(V, E) that is a subgraph of a butterfly with p = 2k processors.
More precisely

V = hi, j, ui | 0 ≤ i ≤ k, 0 ≤ j < 2i , 0 ≤ u < 2m

E =
(hi, j, ui, hi + 1, 2j, u0 i) , (hi, j, ui, hi + 1, 2j + 1, u0 i) |
0 ≤ i < k, 0 ≤ j < 2i , 0 ≤ u < 2m


 u 
0
0
m−1
where m = (k−i) n−1
for k−i 6= 0 (mod n)
n , and u = u for k−i = 0 (mod n); u = u − 2
2m−1
An upper bound on executing an i-superstep (h, α)-relation on the nD butterfly can be computed relying
on a generalization of Theorem 3.2 where αM = 1/n; the results from Table 1 follow as corollaries. Proving
the generalization of Theorem 3.2 relies on the ability of nD butterflies to route m waves of 2dk(n−1)/ne evenly
distributed packets in O(m + log(p)) time. This property can be proved by building a routing algorithm similar to
the pruned butterfly wave routing algorithm presented in [2].
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4. Examples
This section compares the αDBSP model presented in this paper with DBSP using three simple kernels common
in scientific computing applications. Message patterns are executed on DBSP using two routing algorithms: i)
DBSP : a h-relation is executed as a single i-superstep; ii) DBSP+ : a (k1 , k2 ) K12 -routing problem is executed
as 2(log(p) − i) supersteps as described in [4, 10]; a (h, m) hm-routing problem is executed as a (h, d m
p e) K12 m
routing followed by another (d p e, h) K12 -routing. To simplify analysis we use the following notation to represent
K12 -routing time:


log(p)−1−i
X

K12 route(k1 , k2 , i) = O 
(min{k1 , k2 2j } + min{k1 2j , k2 })g(j + i) + l(j + i) + Pf (j + i) 
j=0

where Pf (i) is the time taken to execute a parallel prefix on an i-level machine.
Our examples are chosen to illustrate the difference between the BSP family models in terms of time complexity and analysis effort (Table 2). We choose to evaluate these results on the pruned butterfly since our focus is
estimating the required hierarchical bandwidth; on full bisection width topologies the results are straight-forward,
while on meshes the bandwidth cost may be dominated by the latency cost.

4.1. Generalized Broadcast
The generalized broadcast algorithm sends n data elements from one processor to all other processors in a single
step. This problem is an example of unbalanced communication for which αDBSP gives a result similar to K12
routing on DBSP+ and better than DBSP. The routing problem is a np-relation for DBSP, a tight (np, 1)-relation
for αDBSP, and a K12 (np, n)-routing for DBSP+. For αDBSP we have:
TαBSP (n) = np g(0, 1) + l(0, 1)
and for DBSP we have:
TDBSP (n) = np g(0) + l(0)

TDBSP + (n) = K12 route(np, n, 0) = O 



log(p)−1

X

n(2i + 1)g(i) + l(i) + Pf (i) 


i=0

√
On the pruned butterfly we have g(i) = p/2i/2 , l(i) = log(p) − i, Pf (i) = (log(p) − i)2 , and g(i, 1) = 1,
l(i, 1) = (log(p) − i)2 (Table 1). By plugging in these parameters we evaluate the execution time for the three
machine models:
TαBSP (n) = O(np + log 2 (p)) = O(np)
√
√
TDBSP (n) = O(np p + log(p)) = O(np p)


log(p)−1 

X
√
TDBSP + (n) = O 
n2i p 2−i/2 + (log(p) − i)2 
i=0




log(p)−1
X
√
= O n p
2i/2 + log 3 (p) = O(np + log 3 (p)) = O(np)
i=0

As we hoped, the αDBSP model presented in this paper gives a cost analysis that is both simple and accurate for
the generalized broadcast problem.
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√

p
hm-routing: a.) nearest neighbor exchange between level 2 clusters;
2 n)
√
4 p
p
√ × √ corner area exchange.
2
2

Figure 3: Message patterns corresponding to a (n,
√
√
b.) North-South FFT for s = log( p) − 1; c.)
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4.2. North-South FFT
Many scientific codes discretize the space using grids that have singularity points. Problems such as atmospheric
and ocean simulations use bipolar or tripolar grids that are mapped to the surface of the Earth. Most numerical
methods become unstable in the neighborhood of grid poles and use FFTs to filter undesired frequencies.
√
The North-South FFT problem computes an n p element FFT on the top and bottom rows of a 2D matrix. We
are summarizing the algorithm for the top row FFT in terms of computation and communication steps:
1. At the beginning each top row processor is assigned n data elements
2. Each processor computes a local FFT that takes n log(n) computation time
√
3. For each s = 0..log( p) − 1 execute steps 4. and 5.
4. Processor x gets n data elements from processor y, where x, y are top row processors and their binary
representation is identical except for bit 2s
5. Each top row processor recomputes its local n data elements taking n computation time
6. At the end the n data elements assigned to the top row processors contain the Fourier transform
The 2D processor grid can be recursively divided vertically, then horizontally to create a binary tree that is
mapped to the hierarchical DBSP machine. Each communication step 4. is executed up to level i = log(p)−1−2s.
0
0
For every 0 ≤ s0 < s and intermediate level i0 = log(p) − 1 − 2s0 there are 2s packets sent from a size 22s
submachine to the higher levels. Step 4. has a growth factor of α = 1/2 and represents a n-relation for DBSP, a
√
(n, 1/2)-relation for αDBSP, and a (n, n p) hm-routing for DBSP+. For αDBSP we have:
log(p)/2−1

√

TαBSP (n) = n log(n p) +

X

(ng(2s+1, 1/2) + l(2s+1, 1/2))

s=0

and for DBSP we have:
√

TDBSP (n) = n log(n p) +

log(p)/2−1

X

(ng(2s+1) + l(2s+1))

s=0

√

TDBSP + (n) = n log(n p) +

log(p)/2−1

X
s=0



√
= O n log(n p) +



2s n
2 K12 route n, 2s , log(p)−1−2s
2


log(p)/2−1



X

2s
X

s=0

j=0, i=log(p)−1−2s+j
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min{n,

lnm
2s



2j }g(i) + l(i) + Pf (i) 

√
On the pruned butterfly we have g(i) = p/2i/2 , l(i) = log(p)−i, Pf (i) = (log(p)−i)2 , and g(i, 1/2) = log(p)−i,
l(i, 1/2) = (log(p)−i)2 (Table 1). We can evaluate:


log(p)/2
X

TαBSP (n) = O n log(np) + n
(2i + (2i)3 ) = O n log(n) + n log 2 (p) + log 4 (p)
i=0



log(p)/2

TDBSP (n) = O n log(np) + n

X



√
(2i + 2i) = O (n log(n) + n p)

i=0

To compute TDBSP + (n) we can make an argument
 n similar
 j/2 to [10]. We observe that the inner sum is dominated
j/2
by its largest term that is reached when n/2 = 2s 2 . We get:



log(p)/2 l
m
X
1/2
n
TDBSP + (n) = O n log(np) +
n1/2 2s + s3 
2s
s=0


log(p)/2 


X
√
√ 
n2s/2 + n1/2 2s + log 4 (p) = O n log(n) + n 4 p + n1/2 p
= O n log(np) +
s=0

The αDBSP analysis leads to a generic parametrized expression without too much effort, while plugging in the
machine parameters is straightforward. The K12 routing algorithm used by DBSP+ improves the single superstep
√
DBSP runtime while αDBSP improves the DBSP+ bounds: for n = 1 αDBSP gives O(log 4 (p)) vs. O( p) on
√
√
DBSP; for n = p αDBSP gives O(n log 2 (p)) vs. O(n 4 p) on DBSP (Table 2).

4.3. Nearest Neighbor Exchange
Scientific codes commonly use differencing schemes to solve partial differential equations. To approximate the
local derivatives during each iteration, these solvers need data computed by the neighbor processors during the
previous iteration. The nearest neighbor problem sends n data elements from each processor to its direct neighbors
considering that processors are mapped to a 2D grid.
The 2D processor grid is mapped to a binary tree by recursive horizontal and vertical division as in Section 4.2.
For a vertical split, a level 2s subtree sends up 2s n data; for a horizontal split a level 2s + 1 subtree sends up 2sn
s
data. This problem is a n-relation for DBSP, a tight (n, 1/2)-relation for αDBSP, and a sum of two (n, 222sn )
K12 -routings for DBSP+. For αDBSP we have:
TαBSP (n) = ng(0, 1/2) + l(0, 1/2)
and for DBSP we have:
TDBSP (n) = ng(0) + l(0)


log(p)/2
 lnm

X
TDBSP + (n) = O 
K12 route n, s , log(p)−1−s 
2
s=0

On the pruned butterfly the computations are similar to the analysis from Section 4.2. By substitution we obtain
√
TαBSP (n) = O(nlog(p) + log 3 (p)) and TDBSP (n) = O(n p). Evaluating the K12 route term for DBSP+ we
√
√
get TDBSP + (n) = O(n 4 p + n1/2 p).
The nearest neighbor and the North-South FFT examples represent a simplification of the steps executed by
scientific codes running on 2D grids mapped to the surface of the Earth. By adding up the numbers we compute a
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Table 2: Bounds on algorithm execution time for three BSP family machines modeling a pruned butterfly topology.
The examples are: a.) Generalized Broadcast; b.) North-South FFT; c.) Nearest Neighbor Exchange.

a.)
b.)
c.)

DBSP
√
O(np p)
√
O(n log(n) + n p)
√
O(n p)

αDBSP

DBSP+
O(np)
√
√
O(n log(n) + n 4 p + n1/2 p)
√
√
O(n 4 p + n1/2 p)

Ω(np)

O(np)

Ω(n log(np) + log 2 (p))

O(n log(n) + nlog 2 (p) + log 4 (p))

Ω(n + log(p))

O(n log(p) + log 3 (p))

P

log(p)−1
communication cost of O
(ng(i, 1/2) + l(i, 1/2)) and a required bandwidth growth factor of α = 1/2
i=0
for the entire application.
The DBSP+ results from Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 use the hm and K12 routing
for DBSP pre l algorithms
m
n
sented in [4, 10]. The K12 algorithm is not optimal for all problems classified as n, √p
K12 -routings. E.g.,
if the examples shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c have identical K12 -routings, the first example can be executed faster.
For the example from Fig. 3b the DBSP algorithm introduced by Theorem 3.1 improves the K12 results being as
√
√
good as αDBSP for n ≥ p; for n < p this is no longer the case. In particular, for n = 1 no DBSP algorithm
√
can give a bound better than O( p) since at least one 0-superstep 1-relation is executed. This observation and the
results from Theorem 3.2 explain why αDBSP can improve the highly optimized DBSP+ results.
Table 2 summarizes the execution bounds for the three examples analyzed in this section; the αDBSP results
include lower bounds since all relevant (h, α)-relations are tight. For these examples αBSP is an improvement
of DBSP+ in terms of execution complexity, and observing the detailed analysis we can argue using αBSP is no
harder than using DBSP.

5. Related Work
The PRAM model provides a framework for algorithm analysis extending the RAM concept to parallel architectures by assuming constant latency remote memory access. The technical infeasibility of this model has been
addressed by PRAM variants that try to adapt the cost model to real machine performance [13].
First in a family of bridging models, Valiant’s BSP [18] describes a machine executing synchronized supersteps consisting of local computation, global communication, and synchronization. The BSP machine executes a
superstep with w work and a h-relation in w + gh + l time, where the latency and bandwidth machine parameters
l, g are computed globally without modelling locality.
The LogP model proposed by Culler et al. relaxes the synchronization requirement and models more precisely
the interconnect performance [7]. The fine grain cost model accounts for local overhead o for sending and receiving
packets, local bandwidth limitation G and global interconnect capacity L. Efficiency of LogP implementations can
be higher than BSP partly due to its asynchronicity but BSP’s simplicity may be desirable. In terms of complexity
the two models are equivalent [5].
The BSP machine overestimates execution time for globally unbalanced h-relations. The EBSP model addresses this issue by adding a new (M, k1 , k2 )-relation that incorporates the total number of packets, and the
maximum number of sent and received packets [15]. While this machine improves BSP results, it increase analysis
effort by adding a rather complex primitive.
The Decomposable BSP machine is a BSP extension that captures submachine locality by executing supersteps
on predefined partitions of processors [8] [9] [3]. The l and g parameters are vectors whose elements correspond
to each partition size; these costs get smaller as partition size decreases. If DBSP overestimates the runtime
of unbalanced h-relations, the results are improved by routing each relation as O(log(p)) supersteps using the
DBSP (k1 , k2 )-routing algorithm from [12]. On DBSP(n, g(α) , l(β) ) machines (h, m)-relations can be routed in
O(dm/neα h1−α nα + nβ ) time, matching the results obtained by EBSP [4, 11]. If this bound is optimal when
considering all routing problems within a class, the solution is not optimal for any such problem. There are un10

balanced routing problems for which αDBSP improves the DBSP bounds or allows a simpler analysis (Section 4).
Furthermore, the αDBSP machine abstraction allows more than estimating time complexity; for tight relations the
α factor gives a lower bound on required hierarchical link bandwidth which is useful for capacity planning.

6. Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have presented αDBSP, an extension of the DBSP model that augments h-relations with an exponential bandwidth growth factor α. This added factor allows better cost analysis by providing an upper bound on
the number of packets traveling up to each machine level. We present two routing algorithms for (h, α)-relations
that improve DBSP results; Theorem 3.1 describes an algorithm that executes on any DBSP machine but sends
fewer packets compared to the (k1 , k2 )-routing algorithm, while Theorem 3.2 further exploits the ability of the
√
pruned butterfly to route sparse relations faster than O( p). Table 1 shows the αDBS machine parameters computed using the above routing algorithms. On the mesh and pruned butterfly topologies the bandwidth parameter
g(i, α) improves the DBSP g(i) parameter by pαM , pα or pαM /log(p) depending on the αM machine factor, and
the α relation factor. These results are applied by Section 4 to analyze a few computation kernels employed by scientists to solve problems such as the Earth atmospheric simulation. This exercise shows αDBSP improves DBSP
for both the FFT and PDE kernels, at the same time keeping analysis complexity virtually unchanged (Table 2).
The lower bound on (h, α)-relation execution time can be easily computed making a bandwidth argument (Table 1). A heuristic routing algorithm running on a real world interconnect will most likely approach this bound
if contention is avoided by distributing messages over multiple paths; based on this assumption we notice an
(h, α)-relation executes in linear time on a machine with αM ≤ α. To avoid bandwidth bottlenecks for a class of
applications, machines should be designed to meet at least this criteria. For some machines and problem configurations the routing algorithms presented in this paper allow some slack; investigating alternative deterministic or
randomized algorithms for these cases can lead to improved results.
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